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Welcome to Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten 
We would like to extend a warm welcome to the children and their families enrolling at CCC Kindergarten. 
Since our Kindy building opened in 2005, we have been providing our students with a safe, secure and 
inviting environment where they are able to flourish in their God-given gifts as they engage in play and 
learning. We understand that all children are unique and capable, learning in different ways and at 
different rates and that the early years are among the most significant periods of learning development.  
We aim to provide opportunities to allow each child to develop at their own pace, providing experiences 
that scaffold their cognitive, social, emotional, physical and spiritual development. Safety, along with 
respectful, reciprocal relationships are of the utmost importance at CCC Kindy, so you can have peace of 
mind knowing that your child is loved, accepted and receiving the best possible care.  

We value the input of our student’s families and strive to make you feel welcomed, recognised, 
acknowledged and respected when you enter our Kindy. We invite you to be active participants with us 
in your child’s education. We encourage parents and carers to take the time to meet and talk with your 
child’s teachers at pick-up and drop-off, to take part in Kindy events throughout the year, to share with 
our students your skills or interests, attend parent teacher interviews and to organise a time to speak 
with staff if you have any concerns. 

This Parent Handbook outlines important Kindergarten information that you need to be aware of while 
your child is a part of our Kindy family. Please make sure you read through this booklet and ask questions 
about any matters you may not understand. All of our Policies, along with our Quality Improvement Plan, 
are located in folders on the wooden information stand, near the entrance. Please feel free to read and 
comment on our Policies at any time.  They are reviewed and updated annually. 
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CONTACT DETAILS 
 
Phone (Reception)     07 4668 9777 

Address      88 Oak Street, Chinchilla, QLD 4413 

Postal Address     PO Box 242, Chinchilla, QLD, 4413 

Email       admin@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au 

Website     www.chinchillacc.qld.edu.au    

Note: To contact the Kindy via phone, please ring Reception and they will transfer through to Kindy. It is 
important to note that we are not always able to get to our phones before they ring out, particularly if 
we are working with students at the time of the call. If we are unable to answer, please leave a message 
with Reception and we will get back to you as soon as possible. 
 
 
Principal     Mr Nathan McDonald 
      principal@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au 
 

Teacher/Director    Miss Anna Guscott  
      anna.guscott@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au  
 

Registrar     Mrs Cassandra Sale 
      registrar@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au 
 

Fees Advisor     Ms Jenny Redgwell 
      fees@chinchllacc.qld.edu.au  
 
Enrolments 
If you are interested in enrolling your child at CCC Kindy or would like to tour the premises, please contact 
Reception to book a Kindy tour with the Principal and to collect an enrolment pack. 

GOVERNANCE and LICENSING 

Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten operates as part of the wider Chinchilla Christian College community and is under the 
governance of Christian Community Ministries Ltd (CCM).   

Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten is licensed under the Education and Care Services National Law and Regulations. Our services 
are governed by the Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority and regulated by our state licensing department, the 
Department of Education, Training, and Employment, including Qld Acts and Regulations.  

Our programs and practices are guided by the National Quality Framework which promotes high quality education and care nationally 
across early childhood services. Assessment and ratings of the seven quality areas are conducted by state governing bodies. These 
quality areas are:  

1. Educational Program and Practice 
2. Children’s Health and Safety 
3. Physical Environment 
4. Staff Arrangements 
5. Relationships with Children 
6. Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities 
7. Leadership and Service Management 

If you would like to find out more information visit earlychildhood.qld.gov.au or contact the Office of Early Childhood Education and 
Care, Toowoomba (07) 4619 3791 or toowoomba.ecec@qed.qld.gov.au 

 

mailto:admin@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au
http://www.chinchillacc.qld.edu.au/
mailto:principal@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au
mailto:anna.guscott@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au
mailto:registrar@chinchillacc.qld.edu.au
mailto:fees@chinchllacc.qld.edu.au
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Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten Philosophy Statement   

Our Kindergarten is part of the Chinchilla Christian College family and as such, we align ourselves with 
their vision, mission and values, working to provide rich, authentic learning opportunities for students 
within a Christian environment. We embrace our College distinctive that we are all part of a large ‘family’ 
and the benefits this brings such as a sense of belonging, acceptance, encouragement and support. 

In our Kindy, we use this distinctive to guide us in our approach to working with staff, students, their 
families and the wider community. We strive to create a warm, welcoming and inclusive environment 
where there is a strong sense of belonging. We place great importance in the building of positive 
relationships between all parties, relationships that are caring, supportive, respectful and collaborative.   

We are a child-centred Kindergarten, where children are accepted and recognised as unique individuals, 
each with their own interests, strengths, learning styles, culture and traditions. We want students to feel 
loved for who they are and to feel confident in making choices, taking risks, asking questions, making 
suggestions and to experiment, explore and discover. In our program, students are supported and 
encouraged to make decisions, take responsibility and to provide direction to their learning. 

We believe that early childhood is a critical growth and development period in a child’s life and that play 
is an important tool in their learning, helping them to grow, explore, discover, problem solve, develop 
friendships, imagine, contribute ideas and to take on the ideas of others. Play is also essential in helping 
young students to develop their language skills, providing opportunities to talk, listen and explore 
language and sounds. We use the National Quality Standards (NQS) and Queensland Kindergarten 
Learning Guidelines (QKLG) to guide our decision making and to support our students learning across 5 
learning and development areas: 

1. Identity 
2. Connectedness 
3. Wellbeing 
4. Active Learning 
5. Communicating 

Our Kindergarten program aims to assist students in preparing for their transition to school and we 
believe that a student’s social and emotional preparedness are key indicators in school readiness. We also 
aim to develop student’s understanding of early literacy, numeracy and other pre-academic skills. These 
skills are developed through play, along with responsive and intentional teaching practices. In practice, 
throughout the day staff look for opportunities to engage students with a variety of texts, language, 
rhyming, ordering, counting, matching, spatial awareness and other concepts in a natural play-based 
context, with skills reinforced through stories, games and activities during group sessions. 

Being a part of the College family means that our students begin the process of transitioning to formal 
schooling from their enrolment. Throughout their time at Kindy, our students are invited to special 
productions and performances in the College grounds, they take part in events such as Book Week and 
the JNR Athletics Carnival, along with attending the library for regular visits, story times and book 
borrowing. 

We aim to provide students with a safe, flexible and engaging environment both indoors and outdoors, 
whilst continuing to develop our outdoor play environment to create an inviting and natural play-space, 
that fosters student’s connections with nature and provide opportunities for exploration, discovery, risk-
taking and engagement with nature. Our Kindergarten is also committed to engaging students with 
sustainability practices and we do this in a variety of ways. During mealtimes students are given 
opportunities to recycle and contribute food scraps to our compost bins. We then use this compost in our 
class vegetable gardens, where students are able plant and care for a variety of produce throughout the 
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year. Our College is powered by solar panels and we endeavour to use natural, recycled and pre-loved 
materials where possible. 

We recognise reflection as an important tool to improve our practices, programs, policies and procedures 
to ensure we provide a high-quality service that meets the needs to the current students and their 
families.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinchilla Christian College - Vision, Mission and Values 
Our Vision 
To develop confident and compassionate men and women of character who will shine in their work and service, to the 
glory of God. 
  
Our Mission 
To provide rich, authentic learning opportunities within a Christian environment to equip students to fulfil their potential. 
   
Our Values 
In acknowledging the Lordship of Jesus Christ and seeking to grow in Christ-like character, our core values are: 
 

• COMPASSION - showing kindness, care and a willingness to help others 
• COMMITMENT - engaging wholeheartedly in all one does 
• COMMUNITY - cultivating a sense of fellowship with others 
• CREATIVITY - using original ideas and imagination to innovate or to problem solve 

 

Our distinctive at Chinchilla Christian College is the belief that we are ‘family’. When a new student joins us, whether this 
be in Prep or at any other stage along their schooling journey, they become a lifelong member of the CCC family. 
 
There are clear benefits of being a member of a healthy, loving family. These include: acceptance, a sense of belonging, 
encouragement and support. We want each and every student here at CCC to experience these benefits both during 
their schooling and after they have graduated. 
 
As human beings, our greatest need is to be loved. During each student’s time at CCC, our hope and prayer is that they 
will come to know more about God’s unconditional love for them and experience the love of their school family. 
 
CCM Statement of Faith – please see Appendix 1 
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OUR STAFF  

 

Miss Anna Guscott 
 Kindergarten Teacher, Director and Nominated Supervisor 

Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) 
First Aid – in an education and care setting 

   

Mrs Sandra Bruggemann 
 Kindergarten Assistant – Group A 

Certificate III in Children’s Services 
First Aid – in an education and care setting  

   

Mr Alex Holt 
 Kindergarten Assistant – Group B 

Currently studying Certificate III in Education Support 
First Aid – in an education and care setting  

   

Ms Carol Ellwood 

 Music Teacher 
Master of Education  
Certificate of Education, International (Elementary) 
Australian Kodaly Certificate in Music Education (Early Childhood)  
Bachelor of Arts (Music) 

   

Miss Renae Hubbard 
 School-based Trainee  

Currently studying Certificate III in Early Childhood Education 
First Aid 

 

The CCC Kindy class is under the care and guidance of 2 adults at all times, with a maximum class size of 
22 students (current regulations require a ratio of 1:11 for this age group). 

All staff working directly with children in the Kindy are qualified or studying an appropriate early 
childhood qualification and must hold a current Senior First Aid, CPR and Asthma and Anaphylaxis 
Certificates. All staff are trained in Child Protection and hold a valid Blue Card or Blue Card Exemption. 

 

 

 

 

Relief Staff, Volunteers and Student Visitors 

In the middle of the day, between 12:10pm and 1:30pm, qualified staff from the College will come over 
to relieve each member of the Kindy team as they take a lunch break. 

At times there will be new faces in the Kindy when volunteers and students visit to gain experience in 
the education field. These new faces may also include relief staff who will sometimes be present at the 
Kindy. Every relief staff, volunteer or student that visits the Kindy is interviewed by the Principal and/or 
the Director and undergo induction training before commencing. All volunteers will be under the 
supervision of regular staff members and must hold a current Blue Card. 
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SESSION TIMES  
 
Our Kindergarten is for students aged between 3.5 (turning 4 by 30 June) and 5. We have one room and 
operate two groups, running on a five-day fortnight program, with a maximum number of 22 students 
per group. Our Kindy runs from 8:45am – 3:00pm during school terms. A Calendar with each group’s days 
will be sent out at the beginning of the year and a term calendar will be handed out and on display from 
the beginning of each term. 
 
Group A - (Monday Group) 

- Monday, Tuesday and Alternating Wednesdays 8:45am – 3:00pm 
 

Group B - (Thursday Group) 

- Alternating Wednesdays, Thursday and Friday 8:45am – 3:00pm 
 

Term Dates for 2021 
 

 
 

Term 1 Wednesday 27 January - Thursday 1 April 10 Weeks 
     
Term 2 Monday 19 April - Friday 25 June 10 Weeks 
     
Term 3 Monday 12 July - Friday 17 September 10 Weeks 
     
Term 4  Tuesday 5 October - Thursday 2 December   9 Weeks 

 
 

KINDERGARTEN FEES 
 
Fees for the 2021 Kindergarten Program 

Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten is an approved program provider under the Queensland 
Kindergarten Funding Scheme (QKFS).  Please see Appendix 2 for more information of the QKFS. 

Total Daily Rate: 
 
$30      (funded program, Kindy) 
 
$50      (non- funded program, JNR Kindy) 

 

Additional Fees or Levies:   
Enrolment Fee (fully credited against fees) $100 once only 
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UNIFORMS  
 
Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten encourages our students to wear Kindy shirts, consisting of a 
Polo Shirt, which is available if 4 colours; emerald green, royal blue, red and pink. Although our uniform 
shirt is not compulsory during normal Kindy days, we do ask our students to wear them on certain 
occasions, such as the ANZAC Day March, excursions, photo days and our Athletics Carnival. 
Reasons we encourage students to wear Kindy shirts: 

• Kindy can get messy and so can the clothes students wear to Kindy 
• They are sun safe 
• Wearing a uniform shirt helps to transition children from wearing free dress every day to having 

to wear a set uniform when they attend Prep the following year. 
 

Shirts are available to purchase from the Uniform Shop for $20 and College bucket hats are available to 
purchase for $13. From Term 2 Kindy students will also need a library bag, available for $10. 

Kindy Shirts Bucket hat Library bag 

   

$20 $13 $10 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIFORM SHOP OPENING HOURS 

Mon - Fri : 8:30am - 9:30am and 2:30pm - 3:30pm (Term Time) 

School Holidays – bookings by appointment. 
The Uniform Shop is located across the carpark from the Reception building on our College Campus. 
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A DAY AT KINDERGARTEN 
 
What to wear each day 

• Uniform shirt or shirt that has a high neck and covers shoulders and upper arms 
• Longer length shorts, skirts, pants 
• Shoes (at Kindy students are able to wear thongs or sandals, as we often take our shoes off to 

play) 
• A sun safe hat (broad brimmed hat, bucket hat or legionnaires cap) 

 
What not to wear 

• No singlets or strappy dresses (unless a sun safe shirt is worn underneath) 
• No caps or visors 

 
We are working towards becoming a Sun Smart Centre, so if students arrive wearing clothing that isn’t 
sun safe, they will be asked to change into spare clothes/hats that are sun safe or be unable to play outside 
in areas that aren’t undercover. 

What to Bring 

• A backpack (that can easily fit everything inside, except for sheets) 
• A lunch box with morning tea and lunch inside (please no large bulky insulated bags) 
• A cup 
• A water bottle 
• Sun safe hat (bucket, wide-brimmed or legionnaire)  
• Spare clothes, appropriate for the season, including underwear 
• Set of cot sheets (fitted & flat) in a drawstring bag or pillowcase (please no big or bulky pillows or 

bedding, as the sheets need to fit in your child’s shelf with their backpack). 
• A family photo (4x6) to display  

 
We ask the children not bring their own toys to Kindy. If they do, they will be asked to keep it in their bags 
for the day, as we do not want personal toys being lost or broken. The exception to this will be when show 
and tell starts, and then the toys will be kept in the designated show and tell box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL ITEMS brought to Kindergarten must be clearly marked with your child’s name 
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Arriving in the Mornings 

1. Parents sign their child in on the Sign In sheets in the entry way, checking the whiteboard for 
notices as they enter 

2. Students take their lunchbox and water bottles out of their bags and place them into the fridge 
3. Parents check their child’s communication pockets 
4. Students then put on their hats and place their bags into their named shelf 
5. Students go outside to play; parents are able to stay and do an activity with their child before 

leaving for the day 
 

In helping our students to prepare for Prep, we work with them to develop independence in looking after 
their belongings. You can help encourage this by allowing them to perform the routine tasks of unpacking 
their belongings at the start of the Kindy day. 

Students are taught to pack their own bags in the afternoons and place their hats and shoes in the correct 
spot if they take them off. To encourage this independence and prevent loss of belongings it is important 
that your child’s backpack is large enough to fit all their belongings and to be easily zipped shut. 

Leaving in the Afternoons  

1. Students will have their bags packed and their shoes on ready to be picked up 
2. Parents sign their child out, on the Sign In sheet in the entryway 
3. Parents check their child communication pockets 
4. When students see their parent/carer they collect their bags and head home  
5. Sheets are taken home on students last day of Kindy for the week 

 
Pick up and drop off are a great time to catch your child’s teacher to ask any questions or communicate 
any comments or concerns. If you need to talk about something private or have a longer chat, this is a 
great time to make an appointment for a later time. 

Our Routine 

At Kindy, we have a routine that we follow each day, though our routine is flexible, able to be adapted to 
students needs on the day. An approximate timetable of a typical Kindy day will be on display in the Kindy 
room. 
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Playtime at Kindergarten 

Play is a very important part of the learning process at Kindy and we dedicate a lot of our time to allowing 
our students to engage in a variety of meaningful and engaging play experiences. Some of the different 
activities and play experiences your child might engage in during the Kindy day include, painting, creating 
at the art tables, playing in home corner, dressing up, the cubby house, the sandpit, riding bikes, hobby 
horses, making cubby houses, gardening, reading books, puzzles, playing games, table activities focusing 
on skills such as sorting, matching or fine motor and gross motor play. 

There are different types of play, which emerge as children grow and develop, these include socio-
dramatic, imaginative, explorative, manipulative, physical and games with rules. Each of these different 
types of play engage children in learning and developing in different developmental areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Music Lessons 

Each week our students take part in a music lesson with Ms Carol Ellwood, the College Music Coordinator. 
Ms Ellwood is passionate about the benefits of teaching music to young students and delivers an engaging 
and interactive 40-minute lesson for our Kindy students. 

Library Visits 

From Term 2 our Kindy students visit the library once a fortnight. During our library visit students engage 
in a story time with our College Librarian and are then able to borrow a book. Students will need to have 
a library bag if they would like to borrow books from our library. College library bags are preferred and 
available to purchase from the Uniform Shop. 

Rest Time 

A daily rest and relaxation period is incorporated into our daily program and usually lasts between 30 – 
45 minutes, this period allows students a time to calm down and relax after a busy morning and gather 
strength and energy for the remainder of the day. We understand that each child’s needs for rest and 
sleep is different and that whilst some children need time to sleep, others do not. A small mattress is 
provided for each child to place their sheets from home on, these sheets will then be sent home at the 
end of each week for cleaning. The students are encouraged to rest quietly on their beds whilst listening 
to quiet music or audio books. During rest time students are able to take books and a soft toy to their 
beds and after a time, quiet activities may be handed out to students not wanting to sleep. Students who 
fall asleep are woken up closer to the end of the day. Please see the Kindy teacher if you have any queries 
or requests in regard to your child’s rest needs. 
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ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
 
Settling your child in 

As the year begins, children will cope differently with the changes in routines and adjusting to spending 
the day at Kindy. Some children (and parents) find it difficult to separate from family at the start, so we 
encourage parents to stay and help the children settle by helping them unpack their belongings and 
spend some time doing an activity together. After this it’s important that parents ‘make the break’, 
reassuring your child that you will be back in the afternoon. Please do not sneak off, as this can be more 
distressing and confusing for your child. 

It is normal for Kindy aged children to become upset at separating from their parents/carers, especially if 
being away from you is not a normal experience. We assure you that we will look after and comfort your 
child, and generally within several minutes of parents leaving, upset children have settled happily into an 
activity.  If you are worried about whether your child has settled in, you can call us or send a text to the 
kindy phone (number handed out at the start of the year) and we will get back to you when we can. 
Starting school can be a bundle of excitement and nerves, but I assure you, we are all in this together and 
we will do our best to make sure that your child settles in and becomes a valuable member of our 
Kindergarten classes. 

Strategies for dealing with Separation Anxiety 

Over the years we have found one of the most successful strategies for dropping off an anxious child is to 
communicate clearly beforehand what will happen, stay calm and be consistent with the drop off routine. 
For example: 

• Let your child know beforehand that you will help them unpack their belongings and then stay 
and do an activity/play with them for a set amount of time eg 5/10 minutes or until the bell rings, 
but that you will see them again at 3pm when you pick them up. 

• After arriving and unpacking their belongings, go and do an activity with them, reminding them 
that you will have to go soon, but that you will pick them up at 3pm. 

• When the time comes that you said you will leave, let your child know that it is time for you to 
leave, but that you will be back to pick them up at 3pm.  Give them a hug and leave, staff will be 
there to assist or to comfort them if they are upset. 

• Come back and pick them up at 3pm. 

All children are different, and parents know their children best, so we are happy to work with you to 
develop strategies for settling your child into Kindy.   
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Signing In and Out of Kindergarten 

It is a legal requirement that all students are signed in and out of the Kindy each day, the Sign In sheets 
are located on the counter in the entryway. Only authorised adults are able to sign a student out from 
Kindy. Authorised adults are listed by parents/carers on the enrolment form and must be over 18 years 
of age.   

In the event that you require a person not on your list to collect your child from the Kindy you will need 
to phone Reception and speak to the Registrar, giving them the details of the person who will be collecting 
your child. If unknown to staff, they will need to show Photo ID before being allowed to collect your child.   

If a child is not picked up by 3:15pm we will start calling people on the child’s emergency contact list.   

Catching the Bus 

Parents are to indicate that students will be catching the bus on the enrolment form and sign the 
authorisation section, giving permission for a College staff member to sign their child out and put them 
on the bus. Parents then need to communicate with Reception staff, advising them what bus their child 
is to catch and on what days. They are required to let the Reception and Kindy staff know if there are any 
changes to their child’s bus routines. 

If a child catches the bus to Kindy in the mornings, they are escorted to Reception, where they wait until 
the Kindy opens and a staff member signs them in. In the afternoon a designated staff member will come 
over to the Kindy to collect and sign out the bus children, before escorting them up to the bus waiting 
area and onto the correct bus. 

Parking  

The area in front of the College is a bus loading zone and there is no parking in this area during the times 
stated on the signs. The car park has been designed for one-way traffic flow, with entry from Rodger St 
and exiting onto Oak St.  For the safety of College students and families, please adhere to the one-way 
traffic flow and avoid taking shortcuts.  Parents are also able to park on the gravelled parking area. When 
using the car park, please be aware that there are often small children in the area, so please be observant 
and drive SLOWLY to the 5km/h speed limit. We also ask parents to make sure their children are 
supervised at all times. 

Drop and Go Zone 

The Drop and Go zone of the car park is designated for parents to quickly drop off or pick up their children.  
It is not to be used for parking; therefore parents/carers of Kindy students are requested to not use this 
zone. 
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FOOD  
 
At Kindy we do not give children food unless it is part of a special day, such as break-up day or an event 
like Harmony Day. In these cases, we will let you know beforehand. The exceptions to this are if a child 
brings cakes to celebrate their birthday or if we taste food that we have grown. 

Lunches 

Each day students are to bring a lunch box containing food for morning tea and lunch. Student’s lunch 
boxes are stored in the fridge, so they do not need to be in an insulated lunch bag. If you chose to pack 
your child’s lunch inside an insulated lunch bag, please include an ice brick, as the insulation prevents the 
fridge from keeping your child’s food cold. 

At Kindy we discuss healthy food and healthy eating and encourage families to pack their child a balanced 
and healthy lunch box, including items such as sandwiches, wraps, fruit, vegetable sticks and dip, yoghurt, 
cheese etc. When discussing food we use the terms everyday food (fruits, vegetables, proteins & 
carbohydrates) and sometimes food (such cakes, biscuits, lollies, fizzy drinks). We don’t mind if students 
have an item of sometimes foods in their lunchboxes, though ask that parents refrain from packing items 
such as lollies, chocolates, cordial and soft drink. 

Food Restrictions 

In the past we have not had students enrolled with serious allergies, so there are currently no food 
restrictions. Students are able to have items with nuts, peanut butter, fish and egg in a packed in their  
lunchbox. If this changes, we will let you know. 

Food from our Gardens 

Throughout the year we plant a variety of plants in our Kindy gardens and often these may be fruits or 
vegetables. Our students love to plant and care for our gardens and particularly love watching any fruits 
or vegetables grow and develop. The best part of growing fruits and vegetables is eating them, so when 
they are ripe all students will be given the chance to taste what we have grown.   

Birthdays & Cakes 

Birthdays are an exciting time in a child’s life, and we love to help our Kindy students celebrate their 
special days. On a child’s birthday or the closest Kindy day to their actual birthday, each Kindy child is able 
to bring in cupcakes to help celebrate their birthday. We prefer cupcakes or patty cakes, rather than large 
muffins or a whole cake please. We are happy to accept alternatives such as birthday fruit skewers, 
cookies etc. 

If for any reason you do not want your child to eat birthday cupcakes, please let the teacher know. We 
can store cupcake alternatives in the freezer for your child to eat instead, so they don’t miss out. 
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KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM 
 
Photos 

Throughout the day we are regularly taking photos of what the Kindy students are doing as a way of 
documenting their learning. These photos are used in student portfolios, kindy displays and kindy books.  
At the end of each year, students will receive a disk containing the photos taken of them throughout the 
year.   

At times photos taken in Kindy may be used in newsletter articles, on the school website, in school 
publications, local newspapers or other electronic publications. Consent to use and share your child’s 
photo is found in the Authorisation section of the Kindy enrolment form. We will never publish your child’s 
photo without your consent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Portfolios 

Throughout the year Kindy staff are taking photos and observing your child’s learning. We document this 
in a variety of forms and compile it in your child’s portfolio. This is a working document and is being 
constantly added to throughout the year. Students will be presented with their portfolio at the end of the 
year. 

Transition Statements  

During Term 4 your child’s teacher will prepare a Transition Statement for your child. This is similar to a 
report card and provides a strength-based snapshot of where your child is at according to the Queensland 
Kindergarten Learning Guidelines. A copy will be given to you to review and comment on, before a final 
copy is handed out at the end of the term. After reviewing you have the option to sign a consent form to 
allow us to send a copy directly to your child’s Prep teacher, helping them to provide a smooth transition 
into Prep after the summer holidays. 

Show and Tell 

Starting in Term 2 students are invited to take part in show and tell, a time where they are able to bring 
something special from home, sharing it with the class. Show and tell is a great opportunity for students 
to develop their confidence in talking in front of others, develop their language, create connections 
between Kindy and home and develop their question and answer skills. A roster will be sent home each 
term, with students having the opportunity to bring something to share twice a term. Popular items to 
bring for show and tell include toys, photos, books, things they have grown or collected and souvenirs.  
Pets are also able to be brought along, though please organise this with the teacher prior to the day of 
your child’s show and tell. 
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Curriculum 

We use the Queensland Kindergarten Learning Guidelines (QKLG) (see below) to guide our planning, 
curriculum development and analyse documentation and observations. The guideline describes a set of 
five learning and development areas that relate to the five broad leaning outcomes identified in the Early 
Years Learning Framework (EYLF). 

Queensland Kindergarten Learning Guidelines 

 

EYLF Key focus Significant learnings 

Children have a 
strong sense of 

identity 

Building a sense of security and trust • Feeling safe, accepted and supported 
• Developing a sense of belonging and confidence in others 

Acting with independence and 
perseverance 

• Managing routines 
• Developing agency in decision making 
• Being willing to keep trying 

Building a confident self-identity • Developing awareness of own culture/s 
• Recognising individual strengths and achievements  

 

 
EYLF Key focus Significant learnings 

Children are 
connected with 
and contribute 
to their world 

Building positive relationships • Connecting with and relating to others 
• Understanding rights and responsibilities 

Showing respect for diversity 
• Responding to others with respect 
• Developing awareness of bias 
• Learning about others cultures 

Showing respect for environments • Caring for the kindergarten 
• Exploring interactions between people and environments 

 

 
EYLF Key focus Significant learnings 

Children have a 
strong sense of 

wellbeing 

Building a sense of autonomy • Developing self-regulation 
• Developing resilience 

Exploring ways to be healthy and safe • Being healthy 
• Staying safe 

Exploring ways to promote physical 
wellbeing 

• Developing control and strength 
• Developing awareness of the senses 

 

 
EYLF Key focus Significant learnings 

Children are 
confident and 

involved learners 

Building positive dispositions towards 
learning 

• Showing curiosity and enthusiasm for learning 
• Problem solving, investigating and reflecting on learning 
• Being imaginative and creative 

Showing confidence and involvement 
in learning 

• Applying knowledge in different contexts 
• Sharing ideas and discoveries 

Using technologies for learning and 
communication 

• Showing interest in technologies 
• Using technologies 

 

  
EYLF Key focus Significant learnings 

Children are 
effective 

communicators 

Exploring and expanding language • Using language/s, including signing 
• Listening and responding 

Exploring literacy in personally 
meaningful ways 

• Engaging with different texts 
• Exploring sounds and letters 
• Exploring reading and writing 

Exploring numeracy in personally 
meaningful ways 

• Exploring mathematical concepts in everyday life 
• Exploring counting and patterns 
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COMMUNICATION 
 
Communicating Information  
 
At Kindy we communicate information to families in a variety of ways including 

• Email  
• Via the whiteboard outside the Kindy building 
• Via notices in your child’s communication pockets 
• Notes given to children to pass onto parents 
• Via the Kindy Facebook page (details will be given to families at the beginning of the year) 
• Posters/notices placed on the sign in bench 
• Via the College Newsletter 

It is the parent’s responsibility to make sure they are checking notice boards, emails, their child’s bag (we 
will place bus students notes directly into their bags) and communication pockets regularly.   

Absences 

If your child is sick or unable to attend Kindy for other reasons parents are asked to notify the College or 
Kindy, either by phone or email. If you know your child is going to be absent in advance, please advise 
your child’s teacher along with the College Reception. 

Communicating with Staff 

Pick up and drop off are a great time to catch your child’s teacher to ask any questions or communicate 
any comments or concerns. If you need to talk about something private or have a longer chat, this is a 
great time to make an appointment for a later time, generally outside of school hours. 
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WAYS TO BE INVOLVED 
 
Once students are settled and feel a strong sense of belonging in the Kindy environment there will be 
opportunities for parents who are able to join us from time to time. At times we may need parent help 
for activities or excursions; we will let parents know about these opportunities. Alternatively, if you have 
a skill, passion or something from your family’s culture that you can share with our class, we would love 
to learn from you. Please speak to your child’s teacher to arrange a suitable time to share. 

We also need our families to help us collect items to use in our art. We would love it if you could collect 
items such as; small cardboard boxes, paper towel tubes, seed pods, shells, pinecones, plastic bottles, 
bottle tops, child friendly magazines, plastic fruit containers, wrapping paper, packaging foam, egg 
cartons etc. Please make sure all items sent in are clean. Unfortunately, we are unable to use toilet paper 
rolls or medication boxes for health and safety reasons. 

Another way to be involved is to attend where possible Kindy events, such as our annual Harmony Day 
lunch, JNR Athletics Carnival, Parent Teacher Interviews, Christmas Party etc. 

 

SUN SAFETY 
 
We are aiming to become a SunSmart Centre and follow the Cancer Councils guidelines when it comes to 
outdoor play. 

Hats 

Appropriate hats are to be worn at all times when children are playing outdoors. Appropriate hats include 
bucket hats, wide brimmed hats or legionnaire hats. Children are not to wear caps at Kindy. If a child 
forgets their hat or does not have an appropriate hat, they will be given a spare hat to borrow. 

Sunscreen 

We ask that parents apply sunscreen on their child before arriving at the centre each day. Staff will then 
help your child to reapply sunscreen throughout the day. Sunscreen is provided by the Kindy. On 
enrolment you will be asked to fill out a form giving permission to apply either the Kindy sunscreen or 
sunscreen supplied by you. If you choose to supply your own sunscreen, please label it clearly with your 
child’s name and pass it to staff on your child’s first day. 

Clothing 

We ask that parents send their child in sun safe clothing. This means clothes that have a high neckline and 
covers shoulders and upper arms, along with longer length shorts, skirts, pants. Please do not send your 
child is in singlets or strappy dresses, unless they have a sun safe shirt underneath them. If students arrive 
wearing clothing that isn’t sun safe, they will be asked to change into spare clothes/hats that are sun safe 
or be unable to play outside in areas that aren’t undercover. 

 

TOILETING 
 
At CCC Kindy, our Toileting Policy states that students need to be toilet trained before commencing 
enrolment. Students are expected to be able to complete all toileting procedures independently. We 
understand that toileting accidents may occur, and we will assist students at these times. 
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 
Our Policies 

Kindergarten Policies and Procedures are available for families to read and are located on the wooden 
side table with other parent information, near the entryway. Our policies are based on the Early Childhood 
National Laws and Regulations, along with the National Quality Framework and ensure a consistent 
approach to nurturing, caring for and providing high quality Early Childhood Education for the children in 
our care. 
 
Emergency Procedures 

Policies and procedures are in place in the case of an emergency such as a fire, lock down or evacuation.  
Evacuation plans are displayed near all exit points of the Kindy and regular drills are undertaken with 
children and staff; our drills are usually completed alongside the rest of the College. 

In the case of lock down drills, we make this into a game, and explain that we practice this in case 
something dangerous comes to our College, such as a snake, angry bull, dangerous dog etc. We do not 
talk about dangerous people or weapons, as this is not developmentally appropriate, and we do not want 
to scare our students. 
 
Feedback and Concerns 

If you feel that we are doing something well, we would love to hear from you either in person or in writing.   
If something happens that concerns you at Kindy, the best method is to speak directly to the staff member 
involved. If the issue cannot be resolved, you may then chat to the Director or to the Principal if the issue 
involves the Director.  Please see our ‘Suggestions, Concerns and Complaints Policy’ for more details. 
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MEDICAL 
 
Incidents & Injuries 

Whilst we strive to create a safe environment of our students, we do allow children to engage in 
appropriate physically challenging play (running, climbing, balancing etc.), to promote independence 
resilience and wellbeing. From time to time children will have trips, bumps or falls in the process as they 
learn to coordinate their movements. If your child is injured whilst at Kindy, our first aid qualified staff 
members will treat any minor injuries and ask you to sign a completed Injury and Incident Report to 
acknowledge you have been informed of the event. If a more serious injury occurs, including any bumps 
to the head, families will be notified immediately, and professional medical attention sought if required. 
 
Illness 

Should your child become ill whilst in attendance at Kindy, staff will inform you via the contact details 
provided to the College on their enrolment forms and ask you to come and collect them. If we are unable 
to contact you, we will start to call your child’s listed emergency contacts, or if required seek medical 
attention from emergency services on your behalf. 

In the interest of controlling the spread of sickness, we ask that children do not attend Kindy if they are 
unwell. Germs can spread very quickly through Kindy, as students are still learning proper hygiene 
practices. If you child shows any of the following signs please keep them at home: 

• Conjunctivitis  
• Cold or flu symptoms such as a persistent deep cough, wheezing, fever, listlessness, loss of 

appetite, thick green nasal discharge etc. 
• Fever, even if fever abates after taking medication 
• Vomiting or Diarrhoea (children must stay home for at least 24 hours after their last episode) 

Children should not be brought to Kindergarten unless they are well enough to be able to cope adequately 
with the normal daily routines and experiences within the program. 
 
Medication 

In the event that your child is unwell and is prescribed medication by your GP, our staff can administer 
medication for you on the following conditions: 

• An Authorisation to Administer Medication form is completed and signed by a person authorised 
to do so on arrival 

• The medication must be in date 
• The medication MUST have a pharmacist label which states the child’s name, GP’s name, dosage 

amount and method, storage instructions and date issued (we cannot administer unlabelled 
medication) 

The form and medication must be given to your child’s teacher on arrival for safe storage out of the reach 
of children. Under no circumstances is medication of any kind to be kept in children’s bags (this includes 
asthma puffers and medicated creams). It is important that liquid medications are measured accurately, 
so we ask that parents provide an appropriate oral syringe or measuring device with their child’s 
medication. 
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Infectious Diseases 

There are exclusion periods that must be observed for some communicable diseases and illnesses, these 
are set out in our Infections Diseases Policy, based on the Australian Governments ‘Staying Healthy – 
Preventing infectious diseases in early childhood education and care services (5th edition’).  A copy of the 
QLD Governments ‘Time Out – Keeping your child and other kids healthy’ poster, based on this document 
is attached in Appendix 3.  

In the event of exposure to, or an outbreak of a vaccine preventable infectious disease, any non-
immunised Kindergarten student may be required to remain at home until advised to return by the 
College.  
 
Asthma, Allergies & Anaphylaxis  

We aim to provide a safe environment for children who have asthma and allergies.  It is a policy of 
Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten that families provide an up to date ‘Asthma Action Plan’, 
‘Anaphylaxis Action Plan’ or an ‘Allergy Action Plan’ completed in consultation with their doctor for any 
child with asthma or allergies.  These plans need to be provided before enrolment commences.  Parents 
will need to provide labelled Asthma/Allergy medication either before enrolment commences or on 
arrival on their child’s first day, this medication will be stored at Kindy throughout the year. 

Upon receiving your child’s action plan, their teacher will contact you to arrange a time to create an 
Asthma/Allergy Management Plan, so staff are able to manage your child’s condition whilst at Kindy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
 
Thank you for choosing to send your child to Chinchilla Christian College Kindergarten.  We count it a 
blessing to be a part of your child’s educational journey and we look forward to getting to know them and 
welcoming them into our Kindy family.  We know it can be a big change, starting Kindy, so thank you for 
your trust, as we work together to prepare your child for school and beyond.  We commit to educate and 
care for your child in a loving, Christian environment, seeking to learn about and encourage your child’s 
unique personality, interests and God-given gifts. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Appendix 1 
CCM Statement of Faith 
 

Appendix 2 
QKFS Statement of Fees 
 

Appendix 3 
QLD Gov. Poster “Time Out – Keeping your child and other 
kids healthy!” 
 

Appendix 4 
2021 Kindergarten Calendar 
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